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OU R M I SSI ON
The Oklahoma Media Center’s mission is to support
and strengthen Oklahoma’s local journalism ecosystem
and spur innovation through statewide collaboration
that benefits diverse audiences.
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LET TER FROM
Project Manager Rob Collins

Dear friends and colleagues in the local media industry,
The Oklahoma Media Center launched in 2020 to amplify resources and move the journalism needle
for the greater good. OMC strengthens and supports Oklahoma’s journalism ecosystem in three
ways: by providing best-practices training, funding grants for innovative revenue and audience
engagement and through story-sharing collaboration.
OMC consistently offers training opportunities to elevate journalistic standards. This helps foster
respect and trust among industry professionals in our state’s media ecosystem. We’ve offered Freedom
of Information training, coaching from Trusting News, a series of sessions with the Native American
Journalists Association (NAJA) and best practices for journalists engaging on social media.
In the spring of 2021, OMC awarded grants in our inaugural Innovation Fund, where news
organizations applied for funding for an idea that would expand their audience or help find
new business models. OMC awarded stipends for 12 projects from 14 Oklahoma media news
organizations. Our collaborators shared show-and-tell presentations with the goal of inspiring
innovation in other markets.
The George W. Bush Presidential Center highlighted OMC for strengthening our democracy to ensure
a reliable — and free — flow of public information. We help protect a public good to help ensure
everyone is well-informed in our information ecosystem. We help minimize misinformation, increase
civil discourse and thwart polarization that endangers our sense of community.
Thank you for reading this Impact Report. We hope you will find ways to engage and
partner with us.

Sincerely,

Rob Collins
Project Manager
Oklahoma Media Center
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OMC BY THE NUMBERS

70,000

$

14

news
orgs

for

12

projects,

for revenue, audience experiments

25 430
+

news orgs
shared

STORIES

in 11 months on Promised Land topic

9 trainings
IN 9 MONTHS

on FOI, Trusting News and diversity
and ethics in social media
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OMC COLL ABOR ATORS

Big If True

NonDoc

CNHI

Oklahoma Gazette

Cherokee Phoenix
Curbside Chronicle
Gaylord News

Griffin Communications
KFOR

KGOU
KOSU

Lawton Constitution
Moore Monthly

Mvskoke Media

Native American Journalists Association

Oklahoma City Free Press
Oklahoma Watch
Osage News
OU Daily

StateImpact

Telemundo Oklahoma
The Frontier

The Oklahoma Eagle
The Oklahoman
Tulsa World
VNN
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OMC BOARD
The Oklahoma Media Center has formed its board of directors and election of officers
as the statewide collaborative proceeds in its planned transition to become an
independent nonprofit. Managed by the Local Media Foundation, OMC has applied
to establish its own 501(c)(3) status.
MEET THE FIVE OMC BOARD MEMBERS AND OFFICERS:

Board President Tyler Tokarczyk is a senior program officer for Inasmuch Foundation. His
work primarily focuses on journalism, criminal justice reform, and entrepreneurship and
innovation. In addition to OMC, Tyler serves on the board of directors for Teach For AmericaOklahoma City, ReMerge of Oklahoma County and The Kiln. Outside of the office, Tyler and his
wife, Ariel, enjoy traveling and aspire to visit every Major League Baseball stadium and U.S.
national park. Born and raised in Buffalo, New York, he majored in journalism at Washington
and Lee University and earned his MBA at the University of Oklahoma.

Board Treasurer Angel Ellis is a citizen of the Muscogee (Creek) Nation and has lived, worked
and played within reservation boundaries most of her life. Ellis learned to read with a
newspaper at the breakfast table with her grandfather, and the fascination never faded. Early
in her career, she became the editor for a Kimberling City Publish Co. newspaper. By 2008, Ellis
had performed every job, from throwing paper routes with her children in car seats to selling
advertisements and covering local news. Ellis became director of Mvskoke Media in 2020. OOn
Sept. 18, 2021, the Muscogee (Creek) Nation became the first tribe to usher in a citizen-ratified,
constitutionally protected and fully funded press. Ellis advocates for ethical coverage of
Indigenous topics and communities while working to uphold ethical reporting standards. She
was recently elected to the Native American Journalist Association’s Board of Directors.

At-large member Bianca Gordon joined the nonprofit agency Bridges of Norman in September
2017. She earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in music from the University of Tulsa in 2000, and
a Master of Arts degree in mass communication management (strategic communication) from
the University of Oklahoma in 2014. Gordon serves on the board of directors for the historic
Norman Depot where she is chair of the marketing and development committee and is an
appointed member of the Norman Public Library board. She is also an adjunct public relations
research and writing professor at the University of Oklahoma’s Gaylord College of Journalism &
Mass Communication. Gordon founded Spire Public Relations in 2016. Gordon has a daughter,
Chesna, and is an insatiable learner who loves spending time with family, doing real estate
on the side, and playing trivia. A sixth-generation Oklahoman, Gordon is a descendent of the
Choctaw Freedmen.

OMC board member Cecilia Hernandez-Cromwell works as news director/anchor for
Telemundo Oklahoma. Tyler Media, which is an affiliate of Univision and Telemundo, has
Oklahoma’s only statewide broadcast Spanish newscast. Hernandez-Cromwell graduated
from Gonzaga University in 2014 with a double major in broadcast and electronic media as
well as Spanish with a minor in advertising. She previously worked as a reporter intern at
KION TV/Telemundo 23 in Salinas, California.

OMC board member Tres Savage has served as NonDoc‘s editor-in-chief since the
publication’s launch in September 2015. He holds a journalism degree from the University
of Oklahoma and covered two sessions of the Oklahoma Legislature for eCapitol.net before
working in health care for six years. He is a nationally certified Mental Health First Aid
instructor.
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STORIES OF IMPAC T

Promised Land
OMC’s groundbreaking Promised Land project is
covering the aftermath of the landmark 2020 Supreme
Court decision reaffirming Indigenous sovereignty. It’s
considered the biggest Native American court ruling in
more than a century.
“Every Oklahoman needs to know what the heck
the McGirt ruling did, and how it will change our
lives. Every one,” said Mike Sherman, executive
editor of Oklahoma Watch, an in-depth and
investigative journalism nonprofit collaborator. “This
is an incredibly important topic that nobody really
understands. I think this is the kind of topic that OMC
was founded for.”
Beyond Oklahoma, Native News Online recently
highlighted how OMC collaborators will continue to
report the latest developments through Promised
Land. The Journalist’s Resource from Shorenstein
Center on Media, Politics and Public Policy, a Harvard
University research center, also collaborated with OMC
to share resources to help journalists understand and
cover stories related to the landmark SCOTUS case.
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STORIES OF IMPAC T
Only 8 percent of the 39 federally recognized tribes
in Oklahoma have a free press. All three of those
news orgs — the Cherokee Phoenix, Mvskoke Media
and Osage News — are OMC collaborators. In September 2021, the Muscogee (Creek) Nation became
the first tribe to spell out press protections constitutionally for Mvskoke Media. Editor & Publisher
magazine recently featured OMC and Indigenous
media collaborators to discuss the inspirational
fight for a Native American free press.
“Oklahoma Media Center is kind of welcoming
Indigenous journalists and Indigenous news entities
into the fold to work with non-Indigenous ones.
That gives everyone on each table a really valuable
return on their investment,” said Angel Ellis,
director of Mvskoke Media, independent tribal news
for the Muscogee (Creek) Nation, currently serving
as OMC board treasurer.
“I’m helping my people learn with some of the best
people in the industry. And likewise, these collaborations and these partnerships allow the people
who are out there doing news to learn how to work
with the tribes — because that’s not an easy thing to
cover. … By collaborating or working with the people
who do it already, you kind of helped raise that standard to be equal across all levels. We all understand
the same things. We learn from each other.”

Strengthening the
Media Ecosystem
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STORIES OF IMPAC T

Innovation Fund

Local news organizations collaborated last year in
revenue and audience engagement in a dozen experiments fueled by the Oklahoma Media Center 2021
Innovation Fund. Inasmuch Foundation invested
$100,000 to start the fund through the Local Media
Foundation, which is executing the program designed to test new business models and find new
ways to reach diverse audiences.
OMC provided check-ins and coaching on projects.
Collaborators shared show-and-tell presentations
with the goal of inspiring innovation to help sustain
the journalism industry in other markets. Highlights included an interactive website to explain
the complex history behind McGirt v. Oklahoma, a
media literacy training curriculum for middle school
students and a rural listening tour outside of the
Oklahoma City metro area.
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STORIES OF IMPAC T

Data Journalism
The Kirkpatrick Foundation awarded a $20,000 grant
to assist the Oklahoma Media Center with a data
journalist for its Promised Land project. In August,
OMC hired the contract data journalist as a resource
for our Promised Land topic to help complement and
supplement news content for our collaborators.
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STORIES OF IMPAC T

Training
OMC has partnered with the Native American Journalists
Association to provide training on ethical coverage of Indigenous issues for journalists throughout the state, including
background on the tribal landscape, historical context and a
virtual “Check Your Bias” roundtable to avoid stereotypical
coverage. The Oklahoma-based NAJA hosted a September
2021 training with tribal media on the importance of a free
press in Indian Country.
We’ve also done FOIA training with our statewide attorney
from the Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press.
Building on that, the nonprofit Trusting News did training
on the importance of explaining how journalism works,
because many do not trust us, understand us or what we
do. We did one session on listening to marginalized voices
typically not quoted as stakeholders by traditional media.
And Joe Hight, who was editor when David Philipps and
The Gazette in Colorado Springs won the Pulitzer Prize, led
a candid training among OMC collaborators on ethics and
best practices for journalists on social media.
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Thank you
TO OUR FUNDERS
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